RTS01
Remote Transmit Selector
Hands-free communication for pilot
focus and aircraft safety.
A helicopter cockpit is a busy place, especially when missions demand
full attention. Releasing flight controls to reach and change your audio
panel’s transmit select switch can compromise focus and impact
safety. Our RTS01 Remote Transmit Selector unit addresses this
problem. Add the RTS01 to your existing audio system to conveniently
toggle the TX Select to your desired communication radio without
letting go of flight controls. Use of a current or added momentary
switch on one of the flight controls is all that’s needed to take
advantage of the RTS functions.
An illuminated LED indicator above the specific transceiver
legend indicates the selected transmitter. Changing TX selection is
accomplished by toggling the RTS selector switch on the flight control
until the desired transceiver is selected. An audible tone is provided
from the RTS01 to indicate a valid input selection.
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RTS01 Features
• Snap-in legends
• NVIS lighting option
• DO-160F compliant
• Supports up to seven transmitters
• Hands-free operation

RTS01 MECHANICAL SPECS
HEIGHT

0.75"

WIDTH

5.75"

LENGTH

4.56" (EXCLUDING MATING SELECTORS)

WEIGHT

0.8 LBS

For more details, please email
newproducts@aem-corp.com
and see Installation
Install & Operation
& Operation
manuals on our website:
aem-corp.com

Omit radio traffic confusion with the RX ACTIVE feature—a simple
annunciator that shows which radio(s) are actively receiving
communications. The RX ACTIVE feature functions whether or not the
operator has that particular radio audio input selected on or off at the
audio panel.
Functional in every way, the RTS01 can also be used as an expansion
panel, increasing the often-limited number of transceiver positions on the
aircrafts’ audio system. Snap-in legends allow installing agencies to order
RTS01 radio legends to match those on the companion audio control
panel.

